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One week is all we were supposed to share. One week as
strangers. All the things you did differently irked me. I
thought it meant we couldn't get along, that there was no chance
we'd work out. But when it came time for me to leave, you know
what I figured out? You were my echo. My call back. And damn it
if I didn't find home in the end.
It had seemed so simple, even fun, when they explained it: New
York needed non-satellite-based relay towers. Commco sent me to
find towns along the needed pathway, to offer to restore some of
the boons of civilization in return for an agreement to build,
power and guard the towers. After all, it had only been fifty
years. I would never have believed that the countryside would
have turned barbaric so fast. Thus begins Martin Barrister's
journey through an unfamiliar landscape, where his training and
skills are of little help, and only quick wits and creativity
will allow him to survive. When his job turns out to be a ruse,
and he becomes bait in a dispute he can barely fathom, Martin
discovers what loyalty is worth. And what civilization is - and
isn't - comprised of.
How does a man pick up the pieces when his world crashes around
him? Misplaced priorities shattered his marriage. Problems
almost crushed him. Love motivated him to mend the damage, once
he found all the pieces. After only a few months of marriage,
Lorraine left Dylan on a wintry night after he'd spent one too
many nights out with the guys. Unable to cope with the loss,
Dylan escapes the painful feelings by drinking them away. This
decision costs him a year-and-a-half of his life after he stops
in a little mountain town and ends up in the local jail. When
he's released, he returns home in search of a job to get his
life...and his wife back. The Missing Piece is not only a love
story about a man who loves a woman, but is also a love story
about a merciful God who loves mankind, even when he falls. The
novel is an emotionally-charged journey of hope and redemption
with a touch of spunk, a hint of humor, and a few twists along
the way. Fresh dialogue, realistic characters, a powerful
message. McCormick does a great job creating her characters and
portraying the struggles they endure - The Romance Readers
Connection A real treat. Readers who delight in tales that focus
on second chance relationships with the Lord and beloved humans
will relish Carol McCormick's heartening novel - Harriet
Klausner, Amazon's #1 Hall of Fame Reviewer (FIVE STARS) The
Missing Piece is a well-written story of Christian life and love
that readers everywhere will enjoy - Readers' Favorite Review Alice DiNizo (FIVE STARS) Inspiring and encouraging. Anyone who
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desires a restoration to their spirit should read The Missing
Piece- Myshelf. com A wonderful, heartwarming Christian romance.
This is definitely a story that I recommend to all lovers of
Christian romance - Escape to Romance
When someone in a child's life goes through a personal hardship,
parenting is put to a test. Finding the the right words to
answer difficult questions can be a challenge. This is a story
of a hardship of mine that I explained to a child, gently
teaching him in the process, some important lessons about faith,
pride, hope, justice and love. This fairy-tale flavored story
involves a trip to the County jail, and will help a child
understand a situation like this better when the same happens to
someone in his or her life. Every child needs to understand the
pitfalls of pre-judging people, and missing out on what they can
offer you to make your journey in life better. Every child needs
to understand the importance of perseverance through the dark
times in life and of holding your head up high when times get
tough. And finally, every child needs to believe that everything
will be okay
Reforming Urban Transport in India
LIFELINE
The Royal Rogue
Expand Your Mindset and Change Your Life
Self Made Bitch
Pondering Life

The road to love has never been a smooth one. From Adam and
Eve's problem with produce, to Samson and Delilah's
unplanned makeover couples have struggled to find and keep
a healthy relationship. Most will agree that the secret to
a happy healthy relationship is honest communication and
common interest, mixed with a sense of humor and a liberal
dash of understanding. But what do you do when things are
already on a rocky path? How to you preserve your
relationship? Or even rekindle the dying flames of love?
This book will teach you the tools you need to have a happy
healthy committed relationship that will let you get the
most out of life. Rekindle your love will not only teach
you the secrets to reclaiming lost love but it will help
you to keep the relationship you have healthy and moving in
a positive direction. This book will help you to achieve
the kind of romance you have been dreaming of!
Tell em to hold on, a real bitch is coming.' Kahyla James
was an ordinary girl with dreams of one day making it big.
And she was well on her way, especially with a street
gangsta like Anthony 'Boston' Dixon training her to be a
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self made bitch. But when she was betrayed by the people
that she loved the most it forced her to take actions into
her own hands and show the city just how ruthless she could
be. Ride with Kahyla as she navigates the streets showing
the gangsta's that the penalty for betrayal is still death.
Lenore Lee wants nothing more than to make new friends in
her new town of Whitby, Yorkshire, and to forget about the
disturbing dreams that hold her captive at night. But what
she discovers in Whitby, might be even more disturbing than
the dreams. Dreams which may hold the key to her survival
in the hidden world of the Supernatural...
This book will help you to remember who you truly are, and
to be your true, authentic self, in its entirety, to unlock
the beautiful spirit and essence of you. You have a soul
mission: it's time to wake up to it and fulfill your
destiny and be everything you ever dreamed of being, your
soul and spirit self really are, unafraid to shine in a
world that all too often might seem might seek to undermine
or limit you...You are filled with infinite possibilities
and great gifts. Many of us are waking up from the illusion
of fear, lower consciousness and vibration that we have
been trapped in. Though times may be dark, the light can
prevail and by holding on to our dreams and visions, we
will emerge with a higher consciousness. We will shed all
the restrictions of the past, and break the chains of the
judgmental and fear-based systems which have ruled and
limited our lives in so many ways, to take a jump and leap
of faith and really be the full expression of our unique
and special souls. "I really love this book. As soon as I
started reading it, it felt like it was talking directly to
my soul.... I believe Sally is a gifted soul on a mission
to genuinely help & empower people. It is a book I will
treasure" "What a beautiful book; one that touches you and
works on so many levels." "It doesn't matter where you are
on your journey, in this book you will find something new,
something to remind you of who and where you are, why you
are following the path you have chosen and affirmation that
you are not alone, the Universe is always supporting you. I
found the book easy to read, to me the energy of the words
just flow off the page, and hit the spot. Read it from
cover to cover, dip in and out, the choice is yours and the
book supports you in what ever way you wish to connect with
it. Bursting with information and and workable ways to
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experiment and include in your spiritual practice. Sally
has worked really hard to make this work appeal to as wider
audience as possible and I feel she has pulled it off with
a flourish. Well done Sally, when's the next one?" "I
really love this book. As soon as I started reading it, it
felt like it was talking directly to my soul and I felt
curiously emotional. I believe Sally is a gifted soul on a
mission to genuinely help & empower people. It is a book I
will treasure & refer to when I am in need of uplifting"
Dear Aaron
The Plugs Lawyer
Inspirational Love Story
Rekindle Your Love
Echoes in the Storm
The Missing Piece
FUN FACT: "Becoming Zara" is a standalone novella, but if you're following the character of
Samantha Bradford as she crosses off the items of her bucket list (the Single Wide Female
Series), this is the book that Samantha publishes to complete her bucket list item #18
(Publish a Book). Note: You can download #1 Learn Pole Dancing of that series for free. ***
Hi, I'm Zara...warrior princess. I don't usually tell that last bit to strangers, but I say it in my
head all the time. It's one of the many mantras that have helped me to get to where I am
today. And believe me when I say that I've come a long way. Besides, if you're a woman and
you happen to have ever struggled with issues of self-esteem, we're probably gonna be fast
friends anyway, so I won't hold anything (much) back. Oh, and Zara wasn't the name I was
born with-but you'll find out more about that in the book. I don't know about you, but my
own struggle with my weight has held me back a bit in life. And my self-esteem took a real
nose dive after my fiance dumped me-via text, no less. (I know, right? Jerk!...but I don't
usually dwell on things in the past, so let's just move right along from that, shall we?) So, I'm
still a work-in-progress for sure, but I'm really starting to figure it all out-how to be more of
who I'm meant to be every day-including the bumps, the lumps, and my bruised ego along
the way. Oh and I love my sisterhood (more about that later) - the women who join me in
believing that we are all capable of being strong, amazing, warrior princesses-just the way
we are right now."
THE AMERICAN EDITION Satan is being outsourced. According to the Powers That Be, Hell
isn't hellish enough, and Satan is given seven days to figure out how to bring back the fire
and brimstone days of Hell's fury. The Devil takes on human form-a ramshackle, disease
ridden body-and sets out on a road trip exploring new and novel miseries of the human
condition to save his job. From L.A. to Miami, Satan, accompanied by Eustice Seeney, the
only man who managed to escape Hell twice (and live to never shut up about it), some bent
doctors, an average medium femme fatale with a Tarot tattoo, and an angelic escort service
hit the road. Satan manages to finagle his way into one mess of life's affairs after another
culminating in an explosive finale revealing who or what puts the lighting in our dreams, and
begs the question of who would rid the world of the Devil they know?
Includes an excerpt from Love on the brain.
Dr. DelightMia Ford
Off the Grid Without a Paddle
Rainbow Valley
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Remember Who You Truly Are
The Love Hypothesis
Me First
Winterhawk’s Land

The purpose of this book is to present some of the unpublished
writings and published professional journal writings of Dr. Kenneth
Wapnick in all their diversity. I use the word diversity because his
poetry and his short stories are so exquisitely different, his poetry
especially being a dedication to God and Jesus, while his short
stories explore different themes. (From the Preface by Gloria
Wapnick) The book begins with two very powerful unpublished
autobiographies, My Life with God and My Life with Jesus. The first,
My Life with God, Kenneth wrote at the request of Helen Schucman,
who urged him to do that project in 1973. The second, My Life with
Jesus, was done mostly after we moved to Temecula in 2001, since
people kept asking for one. One of the reasons My Life with Jesus is
short compared to My Life with God is that I had asked Kenneth not
to write about our relationship. (From the Introduction by Gloria
Wapnick)
This book shows how to use agreement to transform the biggest
areas of marital conflict into closeness, cooperation, and mutually
desirable outcomes. Licensed psychologist, marriage, and
relationship coach Jack Ito PhD illustrates with clear, easy to follow
examples, how to communicate about the biggest problems that
couples face. These are the same techniques his coaching clients
use to stop divorces, end affairs, deal with addicted spouses, solve
problems, end blaming, improve dating, handle money issues,
parent cooperatively, get out of debt, and more. This book is unique
in offering communication training to couples when one spouse (or
significant other) is not ready or willing to work on the relationship.
When bad boy movie star Gage Maddox thinks his starlet girlfriend
has cheated on him this alpha male wants pretty much everyone's
head on a platter. He heads home to his family's estate to regroup
and put his plans in action. But what happens when information
comes to light that may prove her innocence? What would the
hotshot leading man do to get even with the people who tried to
destroy the one thing that means everything to him?
Being a whistleblower takes guts. It can also leave you scarred.
Whistleblower Shea Winters bore the consequences of an act of
honesty, now she makes a living running a scam with her brother's
help. Security expert Aaron Wells investigated her, is intrigued by
her, and can't deny the attraction he feels for the pretty scammer.
But being a whistleblower can also have dangerous consequences.
Very dangerous...
Nashville - Part One - Ready to Reach
Structophis
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Psychological Tactics for Big Success In Relationships
This Thing Between Us
A Symphony of Love
WELLS BROTHERS
"Harriet and the Piper" by Kathleen Thompson Norris. Published by Good Press. Good
Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our
goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.
OFF THE GRID WITHOUT A PADDLE is the true story of two greenhorns, escapees
from the gritty City Of Los Angeles, who buy a home off the grid in a tropical mountain
rainforest in rural Hawaii, with fantasies of utopia and dreams of self-sufficiency, but no
real idea of what they're getting into. In their first year in an unfamiliar new world, the
high-tech, low-tech, no-tech learning curve is steep and hilarious: exasperating,
exhilarating . . . exciting! Whether or not you share the dream of moving off the grid,
you'll get a laugh out of their unexpected adventures.
Reforming Urban Transport in India is an attempt to take stock of the various issues our
cities and towns are facing in the area of urban transport, efforts made and being made
both at the policy level as well as the field level to address the problems, the ever
increasing complexities of challenges in the area of urban mobility and some of the
laudable initiatives on the ground to handle the problems. This book would be a
valuable addition to the limited literature available on the subject of urban transport in
India. The topic has not attained much prominence even in the broader discussions on
the transport sector issues in the country. The fact that we address our urban transport
issues in a casual manner but there is need to take them up in a focused and
purposeful manner and this can no longer be delayed is probably the one loud
message which is emerging out of this volume. The wealth of knowledge of the
contributors, each one of them having huge experience behind them in this sector,
makes the book a valuable addition to the literature and a helpful guide in policy
discussions.
What happens when Cooper, a newly adopted puppy, takes up residence in Henry's
home? The little pooch sure is adorable, but who knew he had so much to learn! Love
Me Gently is a kid's guide to man's best friend. It captures the everyday challenges of
raising a pup through a child's eye. But who is teaching who? Henry may be coaching
Cooper, but he is also discovering valuable lessons about responsibility, unconditional
love, patience, and kindness along the way!
How to Agree When You Don't Agree to Get Cooperation and Closeness in Your
Marriage
How the System Harms Americans Physically and Financially, and How to Change It
Harriet and the Piper
A Deliciously Selfish Take on Life
Issues and Best Practices
Love Me Gently
We both know it's forbidden but the course of true love never
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did run smooth! Dr. Oliver Foxx is living the dream. A
successful career, plenty of women, abundant wealth but still
far from settling down. Louise Wilder is an ambitious young
medical trainee who has no intention of trading anything in her
career even if that’s love. Not even when she’s assigned to
shadow the handsome, Oliver Foxx or the famous DR. Delight. But
little did she realize that her training program is going to be
far more challenging for reasons she didn’t consider. Things
soon get complicated when sparks fly between the two and even
more when they both try to forget each other. How the hell are
they gonna get out of this alive? Will either of them be able to
fight it forever?
Raw, gritty, and witty. This unexpected tale of the good girl
with trap habits that shoots for her dream as "The Plugs
Lawyer!" Kinda hood, more classy, Tia Jones. Midwest raised,
southern paid, the lawyer that talks the talk & walks to walk,
as we see what made her become the "legal genius of the nation."
The Plugs Lawyer is made for that girl looking to escape her
past for a better life. Ride the wave of life with Tia in the
first installation of three as she builds the Jones Law empire.
Betrayal, desperation, desire, & persistence, this story is the
voice for the smart, hood girl looking to find where she
belongs... which is at the top.
Have you ever just wondered about life? What is Life? Is there
God? How do we fit into the universe? What is our relationship
with other living things? What does it mean to be human? Doctor
Ergo provides you with a firm background and vantage point from
which to view those questions. You will gain a comprehensive
perspective on Life and the human condition - from the Big Bang,
through Life history on this planet, to the current condition of
our human mind and species, and some solid thoughts on what
Life....is. This is a Story of Life. In a Darwinian world, our
mental capacity has enabled us to ascend to the pinnacle of the
survival pyramid. Therefore, the essence of the story about our
species centers on our mind. Our cognitive skills are built upon
the neural architectures that originally developed for vision
and for speech/hearing. We can be aware of the 2 sides of our
mind through introspection of our own consciousness: Vision
based - non-verbal emotions, feelings and intuitions coming from
our vision-based cognition in our Right Brain. Speech based words, thoughts, and reasoning coming from our speech-based
cognition in our Left Brain. Vision developed quickly in the
Cambrian Period (570 million years ago) when the earliest
animals with body forms emerged. Vision enabled the animal to
see the "world," and gave the animal a sense of "self," i.e.
that which was viewing the world. Consequently the concepts of
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"world" and "self" are deeply embedded in the cognition that
developed from the vision neurological architecture. Likewise,
Darwinian survival necessitated identification of same-species
animals (for protection and reproduction); hence the concept of
"group" is also deeply embedded in the vision-based neurology.
Our speech-based left brain has no equal anywhere else in Life
on this planet. This is what has made possible the major
advances of the human mind, separated us from the animals, and
enabled us to conquer the planet. This Sensory Mind model
clarifies Plato's writings and the psychological models that
were developed by Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung. The personality
types tested by Myers-Briggs, which are based on the theories of
Carl Jung, are consistent with the Sensory Mind. Major trends in
human history have been about the growth of our collective left
brain in the governance of human affairs and its interplay with
our vision-based (non-verbal) right mind. Our human "advances"
have largely resulted from development of our speech-based mind,
but the essence and truth of life comes to us from our visionbased mind. Our earliest groupings and civilizations were
largely governed by vision-based animal grouping models. These
have evolved into newer civilizations and human groupings that
include participation and/or leadership of our left brain "groupthink." We are very familiar with the concept of Darwinian
survival and its role in the evolution of Life. However,
Darwinian survival is simply the strategy or tactic that governs
the advancement of Life. What is it that drives Life to engage
in the Darwinian struggle for survival? There IS a Life Drive
that fuels evolution...what is it? The Life Drive permeates all
of life and is the force that drives Darwinian evolution. It is
theorized that Life is a previously unidentified parameter in
Einstein's Theory of Relativity and that it exists at the
conditions opposite to the Big Bang conditions. Most religious
and belief systems, whether god-based such as Judaism,
Christianity, or Islam, or spiritually-based such as Buddhism or
Taoism, are oriented towards the ultimate truth that is Life.
The first in the Heart of Stone series by New York Times and USA
Today bestselling author K.M. Scott What would you give up for
everything? Tristan Stone was powerful, commanding, sex
incarnate. And he wore it all so well. From the moment his
mesmerizing gaze met mine, I had no choice but surrender to
everything he was. His power. His decadence. His passion. He was
all I never knew I needed. He wanted to possess me, and I wanted
to be his everything. All I had to do was accept what he
offered. But everything has a price. The world he gave me
fulfilled my wildest dreams, but would that be enough when the
past crashed into the present?
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Whitby After Dark
Fervor
Selections of Dr. Kenneth Wapnick's Writings-Autobiographies,
Poetry, Short Stories, and Articles
Dying of Health Care
Dr. Delight

The Top 10 bestseller It's never too late to change... After
a health scare, 77 year-old spinster Barbara goes to
convalesce in the sleepy picture-perfect English country
village of Winsley Green with her sister Pauline. The
sisters are chalk and cheese - Barbara, outspoken and aloof
and Pauline, good natured and homely – so it’s not long
before the tension starts to rise. When Pauline accidentally
knocks down a vagrant called Bisto Mulligan, the ladies find
themselves with another houseguest. As he recovers, it
becomes apparent that Bisto is not who he first seemed and,
as the sisters get to know the kind and courageous man he
really is, it’s clear Bisto could change both of their
lives. As the spring turns to summer, and the English
countryside comes to life, can the three friends make the
changes they need to, to embrace fresh starts, new loves,
new journeys and new horizons. Or do old habits die too
hard? Funny, joyful and with a spring in its step that
reminds you to live every day like it’s your last. Judy
Leigh has once again written the perfect feel-good novel for
all fans of Jennifer Bohnet, Rebecca Raisin and Cathy
Hopkins. Praise for Judy Leigh’s books:‘Brilliantly funny,
emotional and uplifting’ Miranda Dickinson 'Lovely . . . a
book that assures that life is far from over at seventy'
Cathy Hopkins bestselling author of The Kicking the Bucket
List 'Brimming with warmth, humour and a love of life... a
wonderful escapade’ Fiona Gibson, bestselling author of The
Woman Who Upped and Left What readers are saying about The
Old Girls’ Network: ’Loved this from cover to cover pity I
can only give this 5 stars as it deserves far more.’ ’The
story’s simply wonderful, the theme of second chances will
resonate whatever your age, there’s something for everyone
among the characters, and I do defy anyone not to have a
tear in their eye at the perfect ending.’ ’With brilliant
characters and hilarious antics, this is definitely a cosy
read you'll not want to miss.’ ’This is just one of those
books that makes you feel good about being alive!’ ’I
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thoroughly enjoyed The Old Girls’ Network. I’d certainly be
up for reading a sequel *hint hint*’ ’A lovely read of how
life doesn't just end because your getting old.’ ’A great
feel-good and fun story that made me laugh and root for the
characters.’
Coloring is a most enjoyable activity that has several
benefits. It helps boost your child's focus and
concentration. The more complex the patterns are, the more
that your child will be careful with every stroke of the
crayon. He/she will become too focused in the moment that
frustrations and other negative emotions will soon be
forgotten. Grab a copy now!
Nineteen-year old CeCe Mackenzie leaves Virginia for
Nashville with not much more to her name than a guitar, a
Walker Hound named Hank Junior and an old car she'd
inherited from her grandma called Gertrude. But Gertrude
ends up on the side of I-40 in flames, and Nashville has
never seemed farther away. Help arrives in the form of two
Georgia football players headed for the Nashville dream as
well. When Holden Ashford and Thomas Franklin stop to offer
CeCe and Hank Junior a ride, fate may just give a nod to
serendipity and meant to be.
Structophis is a heartwarming YA adventure from the author
of The Book of Deacon, Bypass Gemini, and Free-Wrench. It is
based upon a concept and artwork by ProjectENDO. In a small
town in Colorado, Markus Spiros was just getting his life on
track. By day he worked as a veterinary tech, by night he
took classes. His steady little routine was rolling along
nicely when his impulsive Uncle Dimitrios threw a wrench in
the works. Thanks to an unannounced trip, Markus had to
swing by his uncle’s bistro to tend to the ‘special oven.’
When he arrived, he discovered it wasn’t the oven that was
special, it was the rare and exotic egg that had been
incubating inside it. And now it had hatched. Suddenly,
Markus found his life had become a good deal more
complicated. The creature was a Structophis Gastrignae—a
strange creature that was equal parts dragon and oven—and
she’d become quite a big girl. Large as a refrigerator and
curious as a toddler, the creature he’d dubbed Blodgette
would have been a handful in any situation. Markus had
bigger problems than figuring out how to take care of her,
though. Owning such a rare and special beast was illegal, so
should the cops learn of it, Markus would be destined for
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jail. Worse, there were certain unscrupulous people who
would do anything to acquire Blodgette. Now, with the help
of his old classmate Gale, Markus must scramble to stay two
steps ahead of the authorities and a corrupt CEO, all while
being the best ‘mommy’ he can be to his brand-new pizza
dragon.
Crash Into Me (Heart of Stone #1)
Becoming Zara
The Old Girls' Network
The Confessions of a Catnip Junkie
Think Big Grow Bigger
Connecting Through Yes!
Have you ever thought about what your life would be like if it revolved around
you? Me First: A Deliciously Selfish Take on Life is an unapologetic and hilarious
perspective on what it takes to get to the top and to live life on your own
terms. Before making any big decision such as getting into a relationship or
choosing a career path-you will start with the most important question: What
do I want? The second question you will ask is: How does this decision, action,
or choice benefit me directly? If it's not what you want or does not benefit you
directly, don't do it. At the heart of Me First is the belief that YOU deserve to be
happy and fulfilled. Its "Delish-isms" will show you how to become the number
one priority in your life and become smarter and more strategic about your
relationships, career, health, and finances. Every chapter also contains "Kick
Starters" to help you get moving in the right direction. How selfish, right?
Absolutely! A deliciously selfish life means taking a step back from the
craziness to figure out who you are and what you want, and once you do, to
own it. Because the only person holding you back from getting what you want
is you.
The first time Flynn Long sees her, she's lying on a bed in lingerie. The picture
is soft, just like her curves, and instantly he's obsessed. Cali Carr is at the end
of her full-figure modeling career when she's hired for a new campaign. But
when the owner of the company steps out of the shadows and starts calling the
shots, a job is the last thing it feels like. Love at first sight isn't supposed to be
real. One touch isn't supposed to ignite so much. A single picture isn't
supposed to drive a man insane. But luckily for us it's happening in Curvy!
Warning: Over the top isn't strong enough for what this short story is. It's
velvety sweetness coated in insta-love cheese, and it's waiting for you to take
a bite.
If you ever read "Rich dad poor dad" and "Think and Grow Rich" you would love
to read "Think Big Grow Bigger." This book will help you to understand exactly
your sequence of Actions that cause results. You'll enjoy in changing the
sequence to gain better results. You'll enjoy to add some actions or delete
that... you'll enjoy testing other sequences. The incredible fact is that you'll
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have the chance to recognize and apply the sequence of wealthy people. The
Stickies Strategy (r) is really powerful!!! What happen If you need some help?
The Author, Riccardo Proetto, is here to help you with seminars, courses and
coaching. He applied this theory for himself. In 2009 he lost everything.
Something like some million euros, house... car.. everything. The problem:
Even if he has frequented courses and seminars for himself, that is always a
good thing, no one has explained to him how to avoid the same mistakes. He
used a lot of strategies, listened a lot of guru... but what his was looking for
was not the cure. He wanted the healing. He wanted to help people and
himself to avoid mistakes, to accelerate the learning process, to recognize the
actions sequence of everything: wealthy style, healthy style... The good news
is that he found the solution and the funny thing is that everything is based on
personal meanings. The result: the system is always applicable. If you'll have
the opportunity to participate at one of his seminars you'll listen with your ears
and you'll see with your eyes how is his story. Inside Of This Book You'll
Discover The Results To These Shocking Tests: 80% of modern millionaires
were able to get there on annual incomes of $55,000 or less. Even meager
savings eventually add up to thousands or millions of dollars.... (this one is
almost dumb, cause it's SO easy) (Page 9) Net Worth Formula Simplified The
rich have a net worth often double or triple the amount. The average American
has less than half. The goal is to double your net worth. (Page 9) Sense of
Spending The truly rich hold off gratification, knowing that what is trendy,
popular or a must have today may not last until tomorrow. (Page 11) How
interest affects your debt Pay more than the minimum on loans. The more you
pay now, the less you pay later.(Page 13) Today millionaires spend more time
selecting what to buy than buying the product itself. They look for the best
bargain before laying their money down. (Page 15) THE STICKIES STRATEGY (r)
... I've seen during these years that our personal meaning of things is the real
engine that let us go forward or backward. So I've developed the Stickies
Strategy. You can find your exact sequence of actions through the "meanings"
and improve or change that one...(Page 54) ...extra Steps: How to Use Your
Passion to Succeed Over time, we often forget the passions of our childhood or
even the ones we discover as we age." Take a stroll down memory lane and
make a list. What would you do if you had all of the money you needed and
didn't have to worry about paying your bills?"
A tale of forbidden romance, adventure, and unprecedented betrayal awaits
you in The Royal Rogue. Let your heart pound to the rhythm of clashing swords
and thundering hooves in this adrenaline fueled adventure. Set within the
fabled city of Nevaharday, the story begins with Jaycent Connor, a reluctant
prince who refuses to assume his father's title after a mysterious illness took
his parents lives. The lords of the land couldn't sway the prince to ascend the
throne and assume his rightful place as ruler. The harder they tried, the farther
the prince seemed to drift into a realm of apathy and solitude. Then the
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nightmares began. Terrible, brutal dreams that crossed the threshold into
reality as the prince found himself waking up to the wounds he had sustained
in his sleep. Rest became impossible as the life of Nevaharday's only heir
teetered in the balance. Healers were baffled, their remedies useless. So Prince
Connor took matters into his own hands. He sought the help of an outlawed
band of horse folk known as “the gypsies.” Particularly, a green eyed beauty
named Levee Tensley. Together they unravel the truth. The prince was never
ill. Neither were his parents. It all led back the magic and lies of an illusionist
bent on seizing his kingdom and extinguishing the Connor line. However, the
more they uncover, the more they wonder: can they stop him? Or are their
efforts too little, too late? Whether you're a fantasy connoisseur, horse lover, or
casual reader, Carlton's debut novel will have you enchanted from the first
paragraph to the very last page. Her race of “horse folk” are original,
charming, and so believable, they will pull you right into the story.
Doctor Harvey Goes to Jail
Curvy
Spice and Little Sugar
Me and Mr. Mephistopheles
Yoga Therapy Theory
Modern Methods Based on Traditional Teachings of Human Structure and
Function
Today, the debate about our health care system is raging, but it often seems too
complex or politically-driven for people to navigate. There has perhaps never
been a better time to share with the American public a book that explains the
state of our health care in an honest, comprehensive, and relatable way. Dying of
Health Care, authored by a primary care physician with nearly 40 years of
experience practicing in the U.S. and U.K., provides an easy-to-understand
examination of the American health care system's major problems and potential
solutions. Dr. Hanna explores the all-important question facing us today: why are
Americans paying much more per person for health care than those in other
developed nations, but getting much less in terms of quality? Approaching this
painful paradox through a clinician's eyes, Dr. Hanna first makes a careful
diagnosis and then prescribes an appropriate treatment to heal our ailing system.
He shares real-life examples of patients and provides insights into the minds of
doctors, including how their decisions influence the costs and outcomes of
treatments. Ultimately, Dr. Hanna exposes how the system harms us - even
sometimes kills us - both physically and financially, and he offers innovative
solutions that can work to create the quality, affordable system we deserve.
Take a 6000 mile American journey with Doo Doo, a golden-orange tomcat who
is very lost. But not so lost he doesn't know what he wants more than anythingit's the same thing we all want-love and home.
Some days, all you need is a message from a stranger. Ruby Santos knew
exactly what she was getting herself into when she signed up to write a soldier
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overseas. The guidelines were simple: one letter or email a week for the length of
his or her deployment. Care packages were optional. Been there, done that. She
thought she knew what to expect. What she didn't count on was falling in love
with the guy.
Parker O'Neill is a man with the world at his feet. Son of the CEO of O'Neill's
International, he is ready to take over as head of the company, once his father
retires in six months' time.However, Parker has earned himself the ultimate
playboy reputation, and not everyone thinks he is ready to take control of the
company that he was groomed for all his life.Given an ultimatum that he has to
settle down if he wants to take over from his father; Parker decided the only way
to solve his problem, is to pay someone to play the part of his dutiful wife.Alice
Whitman is a hard working girl, with a kind heart. Raised by her grandmother
after losing her parents, she knows what its like to lose everything.Sophia, Alice's
grandmother, is getting older and growing weaker by the day. Alice is the only
one Sophia has, so it falls to her to do whatever it takes to help her beloved
Gram.When Parker makes Alice an offer he thinks she can't refuse, he is stunned
to find that money doesn't always mean you get your own way. However, Alice
soon realises Parker might be the one person that can help her when she needs
it most.Can they make their arrangement work without anyone finding out the
truth, or will this thing between them turn into something neither of them expected
it to be?
The Three Little Pigs of London
A funny, feel-good read for 2021 from bestseller Judy Leigh
The Big, Fancy Set of Kids' Activities Coloring Book Edition
Yoga therapy holds the key to effectively addressing stress and lifestyle diseases.
Conventional medicine is useful for alleviating symptoms, but yoga therapy that is
grounded in traditional theory identifies and addresses causes deeper than the physical
body. Yoga therapy practices build resistance to stress and increase resilience. Kazuo
Keishin Kimura is a Raja Yoga Acharya who has devoted himself to making traditional
yogic wisdom accessible in Japan. With this English translation of his book, he hopes to
contribute internationally to yoga therapy's development as a respected modality. In this
book, Kimura points out how traditional yoga theory is missing from modern-day yoga
instruction. He then explains traditional yoga's view of the mind-body complex as five
koshas (sheaths), each with specific functions and attributes. Just as medical doctors
examine patients before deciding on treatment, yoga therapists must obtain informed
consent and assess the conditions of all koshas. Understanding yoga's horse-drawn
chariot metaphor for human structure and function is also helpful to see beyond
symptoms and to identify root causes of disease. Kimura skillfully guides readers to
understand these two theories of human structure and function, and illustrates how they
can be incorporated into both yoga therapy assessment and practice.
Michael Dante played the title role in Winterhawk (1975), a Western about a legendary
Blackfoot Chief’s character and his principles. In this novella sequel, he pens an ageless
saga about ruthless railroad executives trying to assassinate him in order to build their
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railroad directly through his territory, taking the Blackfoot land without provocation.
Winterhawk and his tribe remain strong as long as they can, to protect the land of their
people, the land they call home, before the invasion of progress imposes itself on
America. This inspiring story of a brave man, who stands up to and fight against those
who have their own agenda for his land, evokes the nostalgic atmosphere of Western
series that Dante frequently appeared in during American television’s Golden Era, such
as Death Valley Days, The Big Valley, Daniel Boone, Custer, The Texan, Bonanza,
Maverick, and Cheyenne.
Having a little sister isn't always a picnic. Older sisters may feel jealous of the time taken
away from them, the toys they have to share, and the attention focused on the youngest
member of their family. Getting along is often a day-to-day battle, but what can parents
do to make this situation easier and to help children realize how special it is to have a
sister? In Spice & Little Sugar, the delightful new children's book about sibling rivalry,
authors Megan Waldrep and Melissa Nelson show big sisters the big benefits,
responsibilities, and absolute joys of their role. Told in a whimsical rhyme that children
will love to read aloud, Spice & Little Sugar first humorously relates all the ways Little
Sugar gets on Spice's nerves, from grabbing her favorite toys to sticking to her like glue
when Spice wants to be left alone. But gradually Spice comes to realize that Little Sugar
does have her good points, including sticking up for her when she gets in trouble with
their parents and saving the day with her cute face. Parents will love the warm, gentle
lessons the book teaches about understanding how positives can outweigh negatives, and
kids will laugh at the playful illustrations and funny story. The perfect book for siblings,
Spice & Little Sugar can be read and enjoyed by the whole family, time and time again.
Oh no! The big bad wolf is in London! But he is no match for these three little pigs!
Staring a silly big bad Siberian Husky, the cleverest Guinea Pig this side of a hard hat,
and famous London city landmarks, this version of the Three Little Pigs turns the classic
children's story into a hilarious tale of London pride! Includes a write your own story
activity especially for children ages 3-8 who are planning to visit, or who have recently
visited, the great city of London! Looking for a different city? Search Dr. Silly Goose for
more city-specific versions of The Three Little Pigs. Also available: Los Angeles,
Chicago, Houston, Philadelphia, San Antonio, San Diego, Dallas, New York City,
Jacksonville, San Francisco, Austin, Seattle, Denver, Washington DC, and Boston.
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